Our sincere gratitude
to Starr Fuentes and
the teachers and masters before us,
who shared their knowledge and wisdom
which we uphold and pass forth.

An in-depth seminar of the
Mayan Curanderos Traditions...

As the planet continues to raise in
vibrational frequency, the time has
come for the human race to let go of
old world paradigms and limitations,
and shed the misbelief of
impossibility. Receive the initiations
and sacred teachings on the 144
Dimensions, the places and spaces
where, as wisdom keepers of old
knew, physical plane laws cease to
exist. In this 30 day intensive course
of self mastery, discover new facets of
who you really are, transform what no
longer serves you, break your limits,
expand your possibilities, and
embrace an advanced state of being.

Dimensional
Mastery
E X PA N D Y O U R
POTENTIAL

Facilitators
Carolin Cordes is 25th
generation master teacher in
the lineage with Master
Curandera Starr Fuentes. In
her clients Carolin invokes
clarity for their earthly and
divine destiny. With kindness she
opens layer upon layer of blockages and
obstacles, and frees what is hindered or
frozen. Her knowledge and wisdom are
rooted in her presence as health practitioner
and physiotherapist as well.

Jen Chung is a spiritual
counselor, healer, and
educator. Her mission in
life is to understand,
create, and inspire metanoia
(profound spiritual
transformation) and healing. With
patience and conscientiousness, and a talent
for hearing the unspoken, Jen is an earnest
companion to anyone who wishes to engage
in the glorious pursuit of understanding self
and the universe.

Dimensional Mastery
includes:	

144 Dimensions
Oblique Dimensions
Transformation Work
Deep Clearing
Universal Laws
Levitation
Teleportation
Invisibility
Magic
and more!

CONTACT & REGISTER:	


Inge Koegl , holistic life
consultant, celebrates 15
years as coach and
international instructor of
Light Language, Divine
Intervention, emotional
education and many other seminars.
Her foundations are the lineage teachings
provided by Master Curandera Starr
Fuentes, cherished spiritual master teacher
and renewed book author. 2012 Inge became
director of the Starr Fuentes School Europe.

Are you ready for
Next Level Evolution?

Conscientiously planned and organized,
Dimensional Mastery 2019 will take place
in Germany. 	


November 9 - December 8, 2019	

Investment: $11,000 USD / €11.000 EUR
(Includes Room and board.)

Carolin Cordes, Germany
carolincordes@googlemail.com / +49 17319811954
www.heilpraxis-cordes.de	

Jen Chung, USA
weavinglux@gmail.com / +1 404-590-8445
www.weavinglux.com	

Inge Koegl, Germany
inge.koegl@outlook.com / +49 1749124528
www.facebook.com/inge.pfeifer.7

